DNA damage-associated cell cycle and cell death control is differentially modulated by caffeine in clones with p53 mutations.
Caffeine is known to potentiate the cytotoxic effects of DNA damaging agents and increases the sensitivity of p53-deficient cells to X-irradiation (X-IR). We have analyzed the cell cycle and cell death control after X-IR in the absence or presence of caffeine in hematological cell lines with various configurations of the p53 gene; EBV-immortalized lymphoblastoid cells with heterozygous p53 mutation (wt/mt), human leukemia cell lines HL60 and KOPM28 with no and mutant p53 expression, respectively. These cell lines display an impaired G0/G1 checkpoint and G2 delay following X-IR, and resistance to apoptosis, which are in accordance with findings previously reported. When irradiated in combination with caffeine, all these cell lines overrode the G2 delay and accumulated at G0/G1. The cell cycle modifications in these cell lines correlated with the increase in radiation-induced p34Cdc2 kinase activity by caffeine. These cell cycle control modifications by caffeine, however, were not associated with enhancement of radiation-induced apoptosis or reduction of clonogenic growth activity in these cell lines. These results suggest that the cytocidal effect of caffeine may need to be verified independently of its cell cycle regulatory activities at least in some cases with p53 mutation.